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ABOUT ENACTUS
Enactus is an international
700 nonUnitsprofit
soldorganization dedicated
to inspire students to improve the world through
entrepreneurial action.

ABOUT ENACTUS SLC
Enactus SLC (M) is a chapter of Enactus India based in Shyam
Lal College, University of Delhi. Enactus SLC (M) was formed
in the year 2016 and since then it has never looked back. The
society was formed with 3 members initially and today the
team has 21 members’ working to run various sustainable
community development projects to bring a change in the
society. Currently the team is working on a community
outreach project “PRAYOJYA”. Following the valuable
guidance from our Business Advisory Committee we are
endeavour to use all our efforts and entrepreneurial actions
to bring out a change that would positively affect each
member of the society, bring smiles, empower people and
create a more sustainable world.

OUR VISION
To stop plastic pollution
and provide sustainable
lifestyle to the poorer
section of the society.

OUR MISSION
Too diversify our
products by introducing
more varieties of the
products and expand
our product range.

Project PRAYOJYA initiated in June
2018 is an effort to make the society more live able
place and to reduce plastic pollutants in our
surroundings. Endeavour to transform them from
waste plastic bottles to useful and decorative plastic
utensils and simultaneously providing employment
to women and train them the art of making best out
of waste. The aim of project Prayojya is to facilitate
the insertion of informal entrepreneurs and
businesses into the formal economy, by eliminating
certain barriers through raising awareness and
providing them employment in the field of Indian
Heritage Commodities.

About COMMUNITY
A group of females from a slum named 'Hafiz Nagar’ near
Indraprastha Metro Station, Delhi; is the key workforce, two
of whom are school-going girls (who are interested in
enhancing their craft skills), two are recently graduated,
among whom one is physically disabled, others are
homemakers.

Progress of PROJECT
We are able to create a positive impact over 10 lives directly
and over1,000 lives indirectly and the number increasing daily.
We currently have 10 people employed for the work and were
able to sell around 700 units of products. During the span of this
year we were able to increase our income by 70%.
Subsequently, we were able to reduce and recycle more than
200kg of plastic waste (in the forms of bottles) in our nearby
region just not by utilizing it as a raw material but also by
educating people to use less synthetic fibers packed products.

SALES
Sales are the best platform available for face to face
interaction with customers as well as for receiving
feedback. Thus, the best alternative to sell our
products is through stalls. This year we were able to
sell around 700 units of products. Enactus SLC has
got up an opportunity to set up stalls in the following
places and also to spread awareness of the cause.
• A three day stall at DELHI HAAT added a lot to the
revenue of the project.
• Another two day stall in SLC
college event ‘yuva spandna’
was a great opportunity to
outreach our products and
its cause.

Community workshops

Regular workshops and interactive sessions with the community
members help them thrive and motivated throughout.
• Taking forward the project, our team conducted a 'Summer Training
Workshop' for our beneficiaries where some team members from
Prajna Foundation, Mr. Ashwani Kumar and Sakshi Jain taught them
new paper crafting techniques and mentored them regarding
marketing situations.
• Another workshop was conducted by the team members to spread
awareness about 'Personal and Menstrual Hygiene' among the
community members.

EVENTS

Enactus SLC has successfully organised various events
in the college which has helped in the smooth
functioning of the society.
• A seminar was organised in collaboration with IMS
regarding 'Best Career Opportunities' after graduation.
• A two-day industry ready workshop was held in
collaboration with Career Launcher.
• An Intra-College B -Plan Competition was successfully
organised in the college.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Every member put a lot of efforts for the project and
together as a team we have achieved a lot this year.
• 1st runner-up in Emerging Entrepreneur Competition
2019.
• 1st runner-up in Genesis’20.

K P M G MENTORING SESSIONS
Team members of Enactus SLC have till now attended 3
mentorship sessions held by KPMG. Members have been
mentored by the senior staff team of KPMG in India,
Rakesh Sir, an IIT and IIM alumnus who is currently the
Director in the DTI – Oracle Team and Ankita Mam, an
experienced Executive of Corporate Citizenship, who have
guided us with various ways to face the challenges and
grow as a team. Their knowledge and experience added
much value to our journey.

